Sophomore officers fulfill pledge: Capt'n Crunch arrives in Nobel

By AMY STEPHAN
Capt'n Crunch is coming. He's been on a sort of ca na p highway. Cola nuts are written to praise hi m. Students stage sit-down strikes on the main campus, and a video cassette recorder is given away.

The chain of events leading to Capt'n Crunch week began when this year's sophomore class officers ran on a plank that included a Capt'n Crunch party. "We wanted something different that would attract people," said Broussard.

Upon winning the election, the sophomore class officers realized "this would cost so much money," said Broussard. The officers approached Bill Hickey, director of Notre Dame food services, who gave the m the means to contact at Quaker Oats.

The sophomore officers wrote to Quaker Oats asking for a few cases of free cereal for their pro nounced Capt'n Crunch eating contest. "We had to draw a line between something different that would attract people," said Broussard. According to McDonnell, this is the first corporate-sponsored event to be approved by the student activities department. "I wouldn't have approved it had I not been ion the group," said Broussard. The officers approached another corporation, which was very excited and agreed to take part in the contest. According to Broussard, this would mean a total of 24 prizes.

The Quaker Oats Co. sponsored a contest where the trips to Florida will be awarded. Student participants have to prove Capt'n Crunch is good for them. Quaker Oats consultants have, however, been in contact with "Good Morning, America" and have written to "Charles Kuralt on the Road" and "Ted Koppel's Nightline," according to Broussard. The sophomore officers are being requested to send a letters to the Quaker Oats consultants and to "Real People" on "Charlie's Incrediblite," said Broussard. The Quaker Oats consultants are also working for coverage in the Chicago Tribune Sun paper.
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Erita's note: This is the second part of a three part series on winning Chile and the effects of the coup two years ago in which Augusto Pinochet rose to power.
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Much has happened in Chile since that lay 10 years ago when Augusto Pinochet overthrew a military coup. Violence and 3 repression have been on the way of life for the majority of Chileans. Few have space, according to the many Catholic priests in the country.

Last month, Luan Holohan, a young Irish priest, was brutally beaten by Chilean riot police after the funeral of a priest victim. The police, who were in charge of the body's transportation to the Notre Dame Panama state ga me, tickets and transportation to any Notre Dame basketball game, and a video-cassette recorder for winning.

With few altercations, the proposal was approved by Father John Van Wyvelde, vice president of student affairs.

Originally, the Capt'n Crunch eating contest, where the trips to Florida are awarded, was slated for Saturday. Quaker also proposed that Capt'n Crunch say goodbye to Notre Dame on Monday. The students were very excited at the news.

According to Broussard, there was a concern about students getting involved in a football game. "We wanted something different that would attract people," said Broussard. According to McDonnell, this is the first corporate-sponsored event to be approved by the student activities department. "I wouldn't have approved it had I not been ion the group," said Broussard.

The sophomore officers were working for coverage in the Chicago Tribune Sunday paper. According to McDonnell, this is the first corporate-sponsored event to be approved by the student activities department.

At the conclusion of the contest, the trips to Florida will be awarded. Student participants have to prove Capt'n Crunch is good for them. Quaker Oats consultants have, however, been in contact with "Good Morning, America" and have written to "Charles Kuralt on the Road" and "Ted Koppel's Nightline," according to Broussard.

The sophomore officers are being requested to send a letters to the Quaker Oats consultants and to "Real People" on "Charlie's Incrediblite," said Broussard. The Quaker Oats consultants are also working for coverage in the Chicago Tribune Sun paper.
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In Brief

A 1983 graduate from Notre Dame, Thomas Parrill, has received a graduate fellowship from the Office of Naval Research. Parrill, one of four recent graduates to receive the honor, will attend Northwestern University's graduate program in material science and engineering. A native of Grand Prairie, Texas, Parrill received a bachelor's degree in metallurgical engineering and materials science. He was awarded a William Randolph Hearst fellowship while completing study for a doctoral degree. He was assistant archivist for the University from 1976 to 1983. He succeeds James J. Powell who was recently named director of graduate admissions. Parrill, of South Bend, has been director of alumni and parent services at Drury College in Springfield, Mo.

The controversial addition on Bridget McGuire's Filling Station will not be torn down until the owners' appeal is heard by the city Board of Zoning Appeals. The owners, John and Patricia Bauer and their sister Teresa Bauer, met the deadline so the matter can be heard at the Sept. 22 session of the board. The petition asked the board for relief in an Aug. 16 demolition order. The Bids plan to move a state near concerning the history of the addition.

A relationship with Christ is the most important equipment for a Catholic priest today, according to Notre Dame president Father Theodore Hesburgh. In a talk prepared for the co-nurse event exercises at a 14th century Conception Seminary in Darlington, New Jersey, yesterday, Hesburgh reflected on his forty years of priesthood, describing the priest's task in the middle life who has to be close to both God and man. With Christ, Father Hesburgh said, the priest has all he needs, all the courage, all the cool Tuesday. High in the 60s.
Christian militias have been locked in a show of force Sunday as mortar shells struck Marine positions near the airport. Christian Druse fighting was reported spreading south from the Chouf mountains.

The Lebanese army said there were fierce overnight battles for the key mountain town of Souk el Ghbar, so the five Air Force bases in Beirut in an area where Druse and Christian militias have been locked in fighting for more than a week.

The Christian militias said it turned its fire on several captured villages to the Lebanese army, which failed to enter the region when Israeli troops withdrew two weeks ago. As soon as the Israelis pulled back to southern Lebanon, intense fighting broke out between the Christians and Druse.

Beirut in an area where Druse and Christian militias have been locked in fighting for more than a week.

A Druse spokesmen in Beirut said Druse militia units had reached villages only 400 yards east of the Chouf.

As the fighting spread south, hundreds of Christian and Muslim refugees fled into Israeli-occupied southern Lebanon, saying they were fleeing to escape being forced into the Chouf. The Lebanese army on Monday said two Lebanese soldiers and at least two Palestinian guerrillas were killed in the fighting around Souk el Ghbar.

U.S. and British jets buzz Beirut in Lebanon as fighting spreads

BEIRUT, Lebanon — U.S. and British fighter jets roared over Beirut in a show of force Sunday as mortar shells struck Marine positions near the airport. Christian Druse fighting was reported spreading south from the Chouf mountains.

The Lebanese army said there were fierce overnight battles for the key mountain town of Souk el Ghbar, so the five Air Force bases in Beirut in an area where Druse and Christian militias have been locked in fighting for more than a week.

The Christian militias said it turned its fire on several captured villages to the Lebanese army, which failed to enter the region when Israeli troops withdrew two weeks ago. As soon as the Israelis pulled back to southern Lebanon, intense fighting broke out between the Christians and Druse.

British Buccaneer fighter jets roared low over the capital to support the British, French, Italian, and American peacekeeping forces, while a Marine spokesman said U.S. F-14 Tomcat fighters flew "reconnaissance missions" over the capital and the nearby mountains. The 1,200-man Marine contingent was deployed to Lebanon in May as part of the United Nations peacekeeping force.

After the intense overnight fighting in the Chouf, the church has remained strong in the country. Many there, however, believe that the church has become a strong in the country. Many there, however, believe that the church has become a fig leaf for the army and the government.

The government has also been criticized for its handling of the conflict. Some say that the government has been too quick to blame the Christian militias and not enough to blame the Israeli forces.

The Department of Art, Art History and Design will be sponsoring a trip to the Art Institute of Chicago on September 29 or October 4 (depending on availability of tickets) to see *The Vatican Collection: The Papacy and Art*. The total cost for the trip, including transportation & exhibition admission will be $15. Payment in Full must be made at the Art Department office, 132 O'Shaugnessy, by 5:00 pm, Monday, September 12.

**Trip to the Vatican Exhibit**

**Senior Portrait Sign-ups**

*September 12, 1983*  
**10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.**

**North and South Dining Halls**

**Attention Seniors!!!**

**Party Subs**

**THE DELI**

**MEAL OPTIONS**

**3 Meats, 2 Cheeses & Choice of Toppings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 feet serves 20-25...$30.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 feet serves 25-30...$35.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 feet serves 30-35...$45.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 feet serves 35-40...$50.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALSO: MEAT TRAYS, CHEESE TRAYS & SALADS**

**255-779**

Order Party Subs Two Days in Advance  
Free Delivery on Orders Over $50

**Jeff Ettell, owner, ND '78**

*Please pay by Check or bring Exact Change...*
World recovery hinges on developed nations

WASHINGTON — The world’s economic picture remains murky because of the severe debt crises among poorer countries and threats of restrictive trade actions by industrialized nations, enjoying economic recovery, the International Monetary Fund said yesterday.

The IMF also said in its annual report that "the most pressing task" facing world leaders is to ensure that the recovery continues at a low-inflation pace and spreads to the poorer countries.

But, the report warned, the strength and durability of the economic upturn are threatened by enormous budget deficits in the United States, which can put upward pressure on interest rates.

"It will be vital to bring fiscal situations in the larger industrial countries, and particularly in the United States, into better balance," the study by the 146-member IMF said.

Many economists are concerned that the government’s heavy demands for credit to finance the U.S. budget deficits — projected to reach a record $209.8 billion this year — will collide with the needs of businesses and consumers. The result, they say, will be higher long-term interest rates, which could eventually stall the recovery.

Some Reagan officials, however, disagree about the effect of the deficits on the recovery. And Treasury Secretary Donald Regan recently blasted financial institutions for keeping interest rates up.

In its study, the IMF dealt at length with the conditions in the developing world, particularly the debt troubles of poorer countries.

"For all developing countries, economic prospects now depend crucially on the progress of recovery in the industrial world," the IMF said.

---

See Notre Dame and The Hurricanes create a storm.

EASTERN’S CLASSIC COLLEGE FOOTBALL WEEKEND—
ONLY $272 to $332—INCLUDING AIRFARE.

Now you can spend time in two great places at the same time.

For only $272-$332 per person, you can spend four days and three nights in one of 12 quality hotels in beautiful sun-filled Greater Miami and the Beaches. And you can watch Notre Dame take on the University of Miami at Miami’s Orange Bowl. Eastern also offers other great low prices from all over the U.S. for Notre Dame alumni and for students’ families.

The package includes a ticket to the game at the Orange Bowl starting at 9 p.m. on Saturday, September 24th. And when you’re not watching the game, you can be soaking up the sun, or fishing or sailing or enjoying Miami’s great restaurants. Plus, there are special activities planned for you by your Alumni Association and the Miami-Dade Department of Tourism.

For more information, call your Accredited Travel Agent, or Eastern Airlines at 639-6611 in Indianapolis.

---

Right denounces Korean response

Soviet fighters or that any warnings were given, "the State Department said. "The White House doesn't have any of whom stronger anti-Soviet steps in response to the..."

Continued from page 1
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Attention SMC Clubs

All requests for funds must be turned in to the Student Activities Office in the Haggar College Center by tomorrow at 2 PM No Form - No $$$

In the past, when a nation felt threatened by unruly mobs, the Queen called her professionals, the Royal Lancers. Today, when you feel threatened by unruly hair, call on the professionals at

THE ROYAL LANCER

University Commons Courtyard (R.R. 20 next to Tempo Fashions)
Walk-ins are welcome
Weekdays 9-6
Saturday 9-3
Men and Women's Styling 227-7880

There will soon be a contest to determine this year's campus comic strip!

Peruse The Observer Today page carefully for the next three weeks...

Seniors

Last day for payment of the balance for the Senior Trip is tomorrow, Tues, 9/13. Take your $260 to the travel agency or your spot will be given away and deposit forfeited.
Viewpoint

Shooting down the human

Yuri Andropov may well be dismissed at the widespread sense of outrage which may leave his skillfully wrought propaganda structure in shambles. If he is upholding his generals he must reflect that he is in power through their support and will hold it ultimately at their sufferance. Both Soviet external rhetoric and its defense policies are part of a overall grand strategy. It is not only the military mentality of Soviet leadership which is involved but its basic mentality.

It is this consistency of the Soviet fabric that Western and Third World intellects sense. The hard evidence of the Soviet ground control directing the fighter pilot to destroy the target will also leave them unmoved.

There is much talk of "punishing" the Russians, and of a whole punitive agenda, including cancellation of the grain deal and exclusion of Soviet planes from American airports.

But this is panic nonsense. The real punishment, if ever comes, will come from a shift in the world perception of Russian "peace and friendship" rhetoric.

American policy has too often swung between extremes of detente and confrontation, depending on whether honest words or their subterfuges were foremost in the new administration. Jim Carter who declared himself shocked by the Afghan takeover was the Jimmy Carter who had come into office determined on military disengagement in South Korea. The leaders who became disillusioned about the Soviet mentality are those who start with illusions.

In the 1950's and 1960's there was talk of a new "Soviet man" - disciplined, committed, unadorned Marx himself in his early writings had foreseen a more "humanist" man who would come out of the revolutions.

It hasn't happened. What has emerged instead is a disciplined, dehumanized automation. In cases where the human impulse sought to assert itself it has been quelled. A knowledgeable American intelligence expert speaks of six air defense colonels in the Soviet Far East who were "shot for failure to shoot down American aircraft." It is a chilling thing to reflect on what this might mean in the event of a nuclear accident. The Soviet Union has not yet joined in a world community of human values. We shall have to come to terms with this reality and not permit it to destroy the necessary East-West relations - and especially the arms reduction talks.

They rest not on illusions about the Soviet humanity but on the imperatives of the human all of us.

Copyright 1983, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

Dear Editor,

I am a Fomer Peace Corps Volunteer in Chad. I know the suffering and heartache with which most Chadians share his assertion that the U.S. response to the most locked tract as one sovereign nation shines. But international the U.N. Security Council is value less, looking cancellation of the grain deal and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged. By any logic of law, politics or power it was an idiocia that the wind in its nature it was a debased one.

But adjectives won't bring the 269 dead back to life nor affect the cast of mind that shot the plane down. We lack a Zola to hurl a
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in the eyes of those tribes who live there. Nothing else will work.

Neither U.S. AWACS nor French AWACS nor even well-intentioned U.N. bureaucrats have anything to offer Chad but more suffering, heartache, and death. The place is one country where international intervention (least of all, of the military variety) is clearly not helpful. How given mounting lists of casualties --- doubly harmful.

Michael Varga
Former Peace Corps Volunteer in Chad

Stone throwers

Dear Editor,

This past Saturday as I was walking towards the Memorial Library Building I came past the Administration Building. At the front entrance I found a piece of cardboard lying in the sidewalk. The inscription read: "SOVIET UNION." (Paraphrase of John 8:7)

My favorite place on the Notre Dame/Saint Mary's campus is right outside Holy Cross Hall. From there you can see all the way down the path to Notre Dame. It hasn't happened. What has emerged instead is a disciplined, dehumanized automation. In cases where the human impulse sought to assert itself it has been quelled. A knowledgeable American intelligence expert speaks of six air defense colonels in the Soviet Far East who were "shot for failure to shoot down American aircraft." It is a chilling thing to reflect on what this might mean in the event of a nuclear accident. The Soviet Union has not yet joined in a world community of human values. We shall have to come to terms with this reality and not permit it to destroy the necessary East-West relations - and especially the arms reduction talks. They rest not on illusions about the Soviet humanity but on the imperatives of the human all of us.
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Dear Editor,

Although C. Maxwell Stanley is correct in his assertion that the U.S. response to the most recent events in Chad is the wrong one, his alternative of allowing the hopes of peace warred Chadians to rest in the ears of the U.N. Security Council is value less. Too many conflicts of the past have simply become the stage on which diplomats exorcise rhetorical devices. Chad deserves better than this.

Having spent two years as a Peace Corps Volunteer in Chad, I know the suffering and heartache with which most Chadians share his assertion that the U.S. response to the most locked tract as one sovereign nation shines. But international the U.N. Security Council is value less, looking cancellation of the grain deal and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged. By any logic of law, politics or power it was an idiocia that the wind in its nature it was a debased one.
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Drifting across campus, one often comes across people reflecting impressions of Notre Dame in some more permanent than their memories. Some are alumni snapping pictures of their families on the old stepping grounds, while others are trying to capture the beauty of the scenery on canvas. Many of the engravings and photographs fall short of their goals simply because of a lack of skill or dedication. Others, however, experience artistic success which is worth bringing them a financial reward.

Mrs. Helene Pike is one such artist. The wife of a Notre Dame history professor, Mrs. Pike is quietly building a reputation on campus as a talented artist despite having painted for only four years. Often seen occupying the same spot for days on end, she typically leaves after moon-hours, Mrs. Pike started painting as a way of getting out of the house, and soon discovered a hidden talent. Her painting ability has brought her a degree of both financial and artistic success. She does accept commissions, and has no qualms about painting whatever building is wanted. Recently the Law School chose two of her paintings to be displayed in the new law center in London, which was dedicated this past weekend. Still, she doesn’t consider that to be the greatest honor the University could confer upon her. She supplemented this honor by having one of her paintings published in a fine art magazine. Mrs. Pike especially tries to emphasize the soft coloring of the buildings in her paintings, creating a muted effect. Because of this style, many have described her work as being impressionistic in nature.

Mrs. Pike’s muted colors have brought her a degree of both financial and artistic success. She does accept commissions, and has no qualms about painting whatever building is wanted. Recently the Law School chose two of her paintings to be displayed in the new law center in London, which was dedicated this past weekend. Still, she doesn’t consider that to be the greatest honor the University could confer upon her. She supplemented this honor by having one of her paintings published in a fine art magazine. Mrs. Pike especially tries to emphasize the soft coloring of the buildings in her paintings, creating a muted effect. Because of this style, many have described her work as being impressionistic in nature.

Mrs. Pike especially tries to emphasize the soft coloring of the buildings in her paintings, creating a muted effect. Because of this style, many have described her work as being impressionistic in nature. Mrs. Pike especially tries to emphasize the soft coloring of the buildings in her paintings, creating a muted effect. Because of this style, many have described her work as being impressionistic in nature.

Capturing the campus’s color on canvas, Mrs. Helene Pike paints the law building among other Notre Dame buildings.

W*H*S*H: the secret to college survival

by Chris Fraser

For the past three years, my dinner, studying, and social schedules have been entirely determined by two crucial half hours when MASH is shown. The abhorrent realities of our börderline true zone (as we see on Chicago time or New York time, wait does that mean it’s 4 o’clock in Michigan or 6?) causes MASH to move around anywhere between 4 and 7. Everone dreading the local and national news. Thus, from week to week, one can never be quite sure if a quick bite at 4:30 or a leisurely supper at 5:30 is the most prudent of dinner plans.

Watching MASH really all that important? While certainly it won’t save the world or your GPA, there are other benefits of loyal MASH watching that cannot be ignored. For instance, who can argue with scholasticism on the couch for a couple of half hours? Indeed, a bit of procrastination is a highly practical argument for the watching of MASH. And as Bob Cosby’s Fat Albert used to say: if you’re not careful your might learn something. Through the humor, a glimpse of war’s horrors does, at times, emerge. And we all may even learn to tolerate the Frank Burns in each of us. After all, no one wants to be selfish, petty, materialistic, and a ferret face. Finally regular MASH viewing gives us that invaluable sense of schedule and routine that Dean Krall reminds us is so important for our college disciplines. Which of course brings us once again to my problem: when is MASH on I suspect I’ll find out soon enough.

The Features Department of The Observer is holding a meeting for all those interested in writing features on Wednesday, Sept. 14 at 4 p.m. in the office. All are welcome!
Sports Briefs

Sharon Petro's tennis team launched its fall campaign with a bang this weekend, beating two Big Ten teams, Purdue and Illinois. The two wins are the first over Big Ten schools in the history of the team. On Saturday, the Irish crushed a strong Purdue team, 7-2, at Purdue. Yesterday, Notre Dame took Illinois, 7-1, at the University of Illinois. More details on this weekend's excellent weekend will appear in next week's paper. — The Observer

The Notre Dame volleyball team lost its last Thursday night against national power Purdue. The Boiler rollers rode to a 15-0, 15-1, 15-2 rout of the Irish, losing the No. 20 team to record 10-6, not worse than the team suffered all last year. The Irish will try to get back on track tonight against St. Francis - P. Wayne. The match will be played at 7 p.m. in the ACC Pit. — The Observer

The club hockey team will be holding a meeting on Monday night in the ACC. The meeting is for all people interested in playing for the team. — The Observer

The Notre Dame Women's Fastpitch Softball team will hold a fall tryout for anyone interested in playing this year. The meeting will be held on Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in the base tent of Lewis Hall. If you have any questions or cannot attend, call Chris Callahan at 785-1034. — The Observer

Joe Yonto, special assistant to the athletic director, will give a lecture on "How to watch football" at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the ACC Football Auditorium. — The Observer

The non-varsity Athletics office has announced five lines for signing up for fall sports. This fall, we have, 'september 14, at 7 p.m. in the base tent of Lewis Hall. If you have any questions or cannot attend, call Chris Callahan at 785-1034. — The Observer

Classifieds

NOTICES

TYPING - AVAIL. 24/7 247 4872
Cash Paid Weekly for "Speakers" Piece. Must be 4-6 hours. Will interview and sign. 233-9570. — The Observer

LOST/FOUND

LOST: "Pete the Cat" blue and white striped cat. Lost near 27th and St. Mary's. Call 284-5119. — The Observer

WANTED

NEED: A local for the MSU football game. Please contact us at 284-5119.

FOR SALE

1980 MG MIDGET, red, 14000 miles, runs great, $1500 or best offer. Call 284-5119.


FOR RENT

FARMER'S HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 371-3634

TICKETS

NEED: Tickets for Homecoming Football Game. Please call 233-9570.
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60" 1914 TV, $85.00.
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Georgia was not scheduled.

In the Second Ten, 11th-ranked Arizona whipped UCLA 58-0, No. 15 Southern Methodist held off Grambling 20-13, No. 16 Iowa blitzed Iowa State 51-10, No. 17 Maryland defeated Vanity letter 21-17, and No. 19 Washington breezed over Northwestern 34-0.

Alabama had recovered a fumble at the Georgia Tech 20-yard line on the gain's third play, and they played almost without intermission. Water Lewis whipped a 15-yard touchdown pass to Joe Carter to get Perkins and the Crimson Tide rolling.

Walk-on freshman Van Tiffin kicked two field goals, while Stan Gay returned a blocked punt 12 yards for Alabama's other touchdown.

In battling Purdue its worst loss in 13 years, Notre Dame didn't get off quickly when Bell caught a 9-yard touchdown pass from Joe Baugh to Bill Booze after Baugh fumbled on a punt return.

Like I was walking on HIS field. I felt the same way I felt on the bus coming here Friday night," Perkins said. "I've felt like I was walking on HIS field. I wanted to win this game, and I think I've ever been associated with." Meanwhile, No. 5 Notre Dame got its first win of the season as coach of the Nittany Lions in thrashing the Boilermakers 40-0. Penn State's embarrassment by 14th ranked Auburn past Southern Mississippi.

With quarterback Steve Smith (left) leading, Michigan's Dave Hall threw 16 passes and completed 12 for 159 yards and 5 touchdowns, while alternate tailback Allen Pinkett rushed for 115 yards on 15 carries.

Cincinnati's Troy Bodine completed 23 of 36 passes for 261 yards against Penn State and took advantage of two fumble by the Lions' Kevin Duhey. Early in the second period, Bodine threw an 11-yard touchdown pass to Bill Booser after both fumbles following a 24-yard return of the kickoff, and less than two minutes later, Cincinnati scored on Don Gunz's 8-yard run.

Mike Rosier scored four touchdowns and kicked field goals for 19 points for 191 yards against Wyo ming to set a Nebraska career rushing record of 2,891 yards as the Cornhuskers extended the nation's longest winning streak to 12 games.

Oklahoma's Marcus Dupree rushed for 198 yards and backup tailback Earl Johnson scored on runs of 16 and 53 yards as the Sooners slowed Stanford.

Lionel Jua ne rushed for 172 yards, including all 8-yard touchdowns, and Bo Jackson scored twice, leading Auburn past Southern Mississippi.
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...Purdue

A TI in Marshall fumble recovery set up Notre Dame's fourth touch- down. The six-play, 39-yard drive was capped by Bell's 2-yard touchdown run in which he was properly blocked by the other starters.

The final Notre Dame touchdown came on a three-yard run by freshman Byron Albright, which included a seven-play, 80-yard drive. Fellow freshman tailback Howarth Franchino, who picked up 53 yards on one run while Gooch picked up 25 yards on another, was credited on the play that Gooch fractured his collarbone.

Purdue avoided the shutdown when crowd favorite J.J. Everett Marchetti, the Rivera kicks 70 yards in 11 to 12. It was a long day for Canpbell as he completed only seven of his 18 throws for 89 yards and three interceptions.

"You have to give credit to the defensive line and linebackers for the way they put the pressure on the quarterback," said free safety Chris Brown, who completed only seven of his 18 throws for 89 yards and three interceptions.

"We set a goal of scoring 40 or more points in this game," said Pinkett, "and we did it, but you set high goals so that you will strive to reach it." In the Irish can keep it up next season, they can not miss on anyone else and may be out of reach for the n this year.

Football Concession Stand Winners!!!

Please pick up your packets at Student Activities Office by Tuesday, Sept. 13. All unclaimed packets will be awarded to groups on the waiting list!

The University at Buffalo will be on campus to talk to students interested in all graduate and professional programs including law, dentistry and others on Friday, September 16, from 10am-3pm at the Placement Office.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
4:00 PM TILL 1:30 AM

FREE PIZZA

2 pizzas for the price of one. Buy any size "pizzalight" at the regular price and receive the identical pizza Free. No other coupons with this offer. Free delivery does not apply.

Polish Prince Pizzeria

FREE DELIVERY
ND - SMC
on any regular menu item - "Pizzalight" delivery $1.00
Italian and Polish Style Pizza! New Deep Dish! Super Subs, Sandwiches, Pierogi
10% OFF without coupon anytime

272-8030

Polish Prince Pizzeria

continued from page 12

sca uper by tailback Allen Pinkett through a massive hole opened up by blocker and guard D.L. Tanswell.

One play later, Greg Bell, Pinkett's replace next, caught a pass in the flat to Blair Kiel, made a sharp cut at the five-yard line, leaving a blocker defender grasping air, and scooped into the end zone for a nine- yard score. It was the first of four touchdowns for the junior full, who, after gaining 99 yards on 11 carries last year against Michigan, had to sit out the rest of the season because of an ankle injury suffered against Purdue the next week.

"I wanted to reduce it now," said Bell, who gave high marks to the offensive line for helping make it possible.

Bell also scored Notre Dame's second touchdown in the first quarter on a two-yard dive, capping a seven-play, 41-yard drive. Kiel's clinch 18-yard pass to Mike Favorite on a third-and-eight situation was the key play of the drive.

A 31-yard field goal by Mike Johnston ended the first quarter scoring.

The turning point of the game, if there is such a thing in a 46-point rout, may have come in Purdue's first possession of the second quarter. Scott Campbell fumbled at the 15-yard line in the first quarter and Mike Kiel picked it up on the 15. In the second quarter, Scott Campbell fumbled at the 65-yard line in the first quarter and Mike Kiel picked it up on the 65.

Two plays later, Kiel, who completed 9-for-14 passes for 166 yards and two touchdowns, showed that complacency with a 61-yard rainbow to flanker Flint Jackon on the fourth play of the second half. Pinkett, who left all run-ners with 115 yards in 15 carries (averge 7.6) on the one on the next play.

Kiel ended the first quarter scoring.
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Today

Bloom County

STEVE WINS
IS GOING TO
THE DENTIST
ROW. SO HE'S
REFERRED TO
PR. FOOTUCK.
HE'S THE PR. FOOTUCK
WITH THE SENSE
OF HUMOR.
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Far Side

By GARY LARSON

Student Union

PRINTING SERVICE

New - Replacing Campus Press
Bring Camera-ready poster art
to S.U. Record Store
for your posters and table tents

N.D. vs. Miami!!
N.D. Club of Ft. Lauderdale is sponsoring:
$39 doubles at Sheraton Yankee Trader Hotel on the beach
in Ft. Lauderdale.
$10 bus from Ft. Lauderdale to game & back early Sun. morning
A pep rally Friday, tailgater Sat & Mass at hotel Sunday
Call Greg Moore (305) 566-4732 for reservations or Student
Union 239-7757 for details.

Be There
Sports

Faust gets tougher as Irish destroy Purdue

BY LOUIE SOMOGYI

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — It was a change Ierry Faust that greete
the press after Saturday's 52-6 thrashing of all the nes Purdue, a ga
which was one of the greatest dis-
plays of all-around football in Faust's coaching rej
Me. After last year's
opening ga ne win over Michigan — a contest no deci
3 until the final minutes of the ga ne — Faust's post-
game intervie included such state-
ments as, "It didn't last young men
play fantastically," and, "I don't think
we could have done anything bet-
ner than we did tonight."
Faust was not as close minter of
his tea n this til the around. Despite
the near shutout and 52-yard loss of to-
tal offense against a Purdue tea n
that, after the ga ne, he called "a good
tea n.

The killer instinct philosophy
which Faust stressed so much to his
players last spring and this fall was also evident in Faust during the post-
game press conference.

"It was a good victory, but we
ma le a lot of mistakes and have to
get ourselves in better shape," said
Faust. "We've got to do better than
that. We must fight fortunate with the
breaks (seven Purdue turnovers)."
Faust then listed the three
steered elements that the tea n must
avoid the rest of the year in or-
ter to be the best it can be — in
junta, over-confidence, and co
placency resulting in a lack of
Injury, unfortunately, is not as
easy to avoid as the other two. In
Fact, it was the lone sad news for the
Irish on Saturday, second-string quarter back Scott Cote as fractured
his right collarbone and will be out
of action for several weeks. Of
fensive tackle Mike Shiner also suf-
fere d a knee injury, but is expected
to be in better shape later in the
week.

On this J ay, though, it was Purdue
that suffered 27 no all the pain.

"It was just a total shock," said
Purdue He.J Coach Leon Burtnett.
"Our whole staff can't believe it.
We thought this tea n was ready to
to play. We covered everyone with
the tea n and they just didn't ex-
cite."

It took Purdue five possessions
and one quarter before registering
its first first down without the aid of
a penalty. By that time Notre De ne
was sitting on a 1-0-0 advantage.

The tone of the ga ne was set in
the opening possessions when the
Irish o fensive tea n and defensive lin-
eso iply 1 minute the opposing
Boilermaker units.

The no situation was perhaps
better reflect 3 in terms of field positio.
Of the right Purdue possessions in
the first half, six of the ne began at
or near the 20-yard line.

Meanwhile, Notre De ne began four
of its seven first half possesions at or
beyond the 40-yard line.

It took Notre De ne less than two
minutes and three plays to travel 5
yards in its opening possession.

Highlighting the drive was a 35-yard

"Oh God, I wanted to put our gus
to spread the ga ne out more. We told
the wings to play outside of the white
lines. And as you saw, we had sev-
eral beautiful chances of scoring.

"We've seen this so many times,"
commented Irish coach Bob Crable
after the game.

"The other tea n will just take all of
their guys and push the n in a dif-
ferent direction.

"We just told our guys to spread
the ga ne out more. We told them
to get in to the ga ne, fresh nan
Pat Szanto, went on to have the big-
gest night of any Irish player. Szanto,
awarded a point for two goals, looked
for goals by Mark Bidinger and Steve
known reason, the St. Francis coach
went on to have the big-
gest night of any Irish player. Szanto,
awarded a point for two goals, looked
for goals by Mark Bidinger and Steve

Szanto's last goal, co ming on a
very long cross fro n junior Joe
Howe that he rifled past a stunned
Harkenrider to lead 1-0. Harkenrider
then converted the benefi
Harkenrider then scored the sec-
done half. Senior Harkenrider tallied 3
the first of his two goa ls, taking a Bill
quarter and 22-0 in the second half.

Eight minutes into the second hal,
seven Kent Harkenrider tallied 3
the first of his two goa ls, taking a Bill
quarter and 22-0 in the second half.

It wasn't, by any stretch of the i-
agination, your ordinary soccer
Ga ne. That is, unless one considers
9 to be a nor mal soccer score. And
the full house at Carrier Field Fri-
night saw a less than usual Notre
De ne win over St. Francis (Irld.)
At the outset, this ga ne looked to
be another one of those tussles where
one tea n has most of its players
settle in for a ga ne long con-
versation with their own goals, ne-
ever really bothered to attack.

It appeared that the Cougars of St.
Faust didn't really care if they ever
scored, but only wanted to take it
through the ga ne as the ga ne go.

"We've seen this so many times,"
co ming Irish coach Bob Crable
after the game.

"The other tea n will just take all of
their guys and push the n in a dif-
ferent direction.

"We just told our guys to spread
the ga ne out more. We told them
to get in to the ga ne, fresh nan
Pat Szanto, went on to have the big-
gest night of any Irish player. Szanto,
awarded a point for two goals, looked
for goals by Mark Bidinger and Steve

Szanto's last goal, co ming on a
very long cross fro n junior Joe
Howe that he rifled past a stunned
Harkenrider to lead 1-0. Harkenrider
then converted the benefi
Harkenrider then scored the sec-
done half. Senior Harkenrider tallied 3
the first of his two goa ls, taking a Bill

a total of 13 1/2 minutes.

Junior Rich Her Legen ca ng le a ca
back with a top-in goal five minutes later to
start a Notre De ne scoring spree.

Harkenrider and Baise then
tyla de ne up again to bring the Irish
lead to 5-1. Baise easily saved the
ball fro n going over the end line, in
the sa ne motion sending a nifty pass
out to Harkenrider, who send it in to the
right corner of the box.

At this point, Harkenrider was
freely substituting his players, giving
a number of the squad's younger
members a chance to see some ac-

Harkenrider's only restraint in making
these substitutions was a standard
limitation of using 18 players in a ga ne.
It was no hacking, however, he could
have lifted if both of the ongoing
agreements to agree to le so. For so me
reason, the St. Francis coach
co ming that he did not want to
wax the illusion, but neither have
much of the Notre De ne first string
play the entire ga ne.

One of the reserves who did hap-
pen to get into the ga ne, fresh nan
Pat Szanto, went on to have the big-
gest night of any Irish player. Szanto,
a forward out of Poughkeepsie, NY,
nounced the last three goals, three,
In the ga ne's final 15-1/2 minutes.

TODAY

v. St. Francis

7 p.m.

TOMORROW

soccer

vs. Valparaiso

4 p.m.

Alumni Field

WEDNESDAY

soccer

vs. Bethel

7:30

Cartier Field

Alumni Field
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